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Abstract
Quantitative data are generated differently. To justify inferences about real-world phenom-
ena and establish secured knowledge bases, however, quantitative data generation must fol-
low transparent principles applied consistently across sciences. Metrological frameworks 
of physical measurement build on two methodological principles that establish transpar-
ent, traceable—thus reproducible processes for assigning numerical values to measurands. 
Data generation traceability requires implementation of unbroken, documented measurand-
result connections to justify attributing results to research objects. Numerical traceability 
requires documented connections of the assigned values to known quantitative standards to 
establish the results’ public interpretability. This article focuses on numerical traceability. 
It explores how physical measurement units and scales are defined to establish an interna-
tionally shared understanding of physical quantities. The underlying principles are applied 
to scrutinise psychological and social-science practices of quantification. Analyses high-
light heterogeneous notions of ‘units’ and ‘scales’ and identify four methodological func-
tions; they serve as (1) ‘instruments’ enabling empirical interactions with study phenomena 
and properties; (2) structural data format; (3) conceptual data format; and (4) convention-
ally agreed reference quantities. These distinct functions, employed in different research 
stages, entail different (if any) rationales for assigning numerical values and for establish-
ing their quantitative meaning. The common numerical recoding of scale categories in tests 
and questionnaires creates scores devoid of quantitative information. Quantitative meaning 
is created through numeral-number conflation and differential analyses, producing numeri-
cal values that lack systematic relations to known quantity standards regarding the study 
phenomena and properties. The findings highlight new directions for the conceptualisation 
and generation of quantitative data in psychology and social sciences.
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“… practitioners and researchers alike often forget that numbers are not all 
created equal”
(Abran et al. 2012, p. 585)
1 Introduction
Current world record in women’s 100 metres race is 10.49 seconds. European neonates, on 
average, are 49.7 centimetres long and weigh 3.5 kilogrammes, which equals 7.7 pounds 
(Janssen et  al. 2007). Quantitative information is ubiquitous in our lives. Crucially, we 
understand it all the same way. Indeed, our globalised world could not function without 
a shared understanding of quantitative information. But how is this actually achieved? In 
what ways are these numerical values assigned to quantities of length, time, weight and 
other properties to enable this global understanding?
Quantitative information is also used in social sciences and psychology. But their 
numerical data feature striking peculiarities—they are typically without measurement units 
(caution: not to be confused with scale types, e.g., featuring interval units; see below). That 
is, they do not specify a particular property to which the numerical values refer, as this is 
the case for quantitative information expressed in measurement units (e.g., metre units indi-
cate the property of length, kilogram units indicate mass). For example, the Human Devel-
opment Index 2019 of the nations’ average achievements regarding their people’s capabili-
ties (Conceição 2019) lists for Norway an HDI-score of 0.954 and for Nepal of 0.579. But 
0.579 of what? Without a unit indicating the property measured, such scores cannot be 
readily understood. Instead, their meaning is derived from comparisons with other coun-
tries’ scores, revealing that, out of 189 countries, Norway ranked 1st and Nepal 149th. But 
how much ‘human development’ do these ranks reflect? Numerical values without meas-
urement units, commonly called scores, are also often generated with rating methods. Yet 
what does a ‘happiness’ rating score of 2.68 signify—how ‘happy’ is that? The meaning 
of rating scores, as well, is derived from comparisons (e.g., between individuals). But why 
is that so? How are quantitative psychological and social-science data generated at all? 
And why do they, unlike physical measurement data, typically have no  property-indicating 
unit? Given these striking differences, are these quantitative data at all comparable in their 
accuracy and reliability as expected for measurement results and as needed for establishing 
a secured knowledge base about the phenomena of the world?
Indeed, quantitative psychological and social-science data yielded some paradoxes 
when contrasting individual-level scores with their aggregates on collective levels. For 
example, within countries, wealthier persons rate themselves ‘happier’ than poorer per-
sons. But when these scores are averaged on the country level, wealthier countries appear 
not to ‘be happier’ than poorer countries—a surprising finding replicated also longitudi-
nally (Easterlin et al. 2010). It would correspond to finding that, although within countries, 
men tend to be taller than women this would not be reflected in the nations’ averages. How 
can such paradoxes emerge in quantitative data given the greater accuracy generally attrib-
uted to them?
The demand for transparent and transferable quantitative information about human capi-
tal is growing (Fisher 2009)—as are discussions about replication crises (Hanfstingl 2019; 
Nosek et al. 2015), validity (Buntins et al. 2017; Newton 2012) and quantitative methods 
in psychology and social sciences (Michell 2003; Tafreshi et al. 2016; Thomas 2020; Uher 
2021c, 2021d; Valsiner 2017; Westerman 2014). Current debates primarily concern issues 
of data analysis (e.g., significance testing, effect sizes and robust statistics (Epskamp 2019; 
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Open Science Collaboration 2015). Much less attention is paid to the processes by which 
quantitative data are generated in the first place before they are being processed and ana-
lysed (Uher 2018a, b, c, 2019, 2021a). Indeed, many debates on ‘measurement’ (e.g., in 
psychometrics) actually concern only data modelling but not data generation (Uher 2021c, 
2021d). Data analyses, however, can reveal valid information about the study objects only 
if—during data generation—relevant properties have been encoded into the data in appro-
priate ways. So, how are quantitative data generated in different fields?
1.1  Transdisciplinary and philosophy‑of‑science analyses
This article applies transdisciplinary and philosophy-of-science approaches1 to explore 
how numerical data are generated in psychology and social sciences as compared to 
metrology (the science of measurement) and physics. Transdisciplinary approaches are 
needed because quantitative data are used by different sciences to describe and explore 
real-world phenomena. The generation of these data must therefore be based on some com-
mon principles that ensure that mathematical and statistical analyses of these data allow 
to make inferences that are appropriate, accurate and justified—with regard to the study 
phenomena and properties (rather than to, e.g., statistical assumptions as in psychometrics; 
Uher 2021c, 2021d). This is essential for obtaining information that can be set in relation 
to findings from other investigations in the same and other sciences—thus, for establishing 
a secured knowledge base.
Many assume quantitative research in psychology and social sciences would require 
a ‘soft’ or ‘wide’ definition of measurement (Finkelstein 2003; Mari et  al. 2013; 2015). 
Changing the definition of a key scientific activity, however, cannot establish its compa-
rability across sciences. Much in contrast, it undermines comparability because it fails to 
provide guiding principles that specify how measurement processes can be implemented 
in comparable ways given the peculiarities of different sciences’ study phenomena. Label-
ling different procedures uniformly as ‘measurement’ also obscures essential and necessary 
differences in established practices as well as inevitable limitations. Ultimately, measure-
ment is not just any activity for creating numerical values but involves specific processes 
that justify the high public trust placed in it (Abran et al. 2012; Porter 1995). Measurement 
denotes structured processes that (1) justify the assumption that the generated quantitative 
information is indeed attributable to the study phenomena (research objects) and properties 
and that (2) establish a shared understanding of its quantitative meaning regarding these 
phenomena and properties. Basic principles of measurement that are applicable in the 
1 The present analyses rely on the Transdisciplinary Philosophy-of-Science Paradigm for Research on Indi-
viduals (TPS Paradigm; Uher 2015b, 2018c) in which established concepts from various disciplines, com-
plemented by novel ones, have been integrated into overarching philosophical, metatheoretical and meth-
odological frameworks that coherently build upon each other. These frameworks highlight connections, 
differences, and communalities across sciences, and thus starting points for cross-scientific collaboration 
(Uher 2020). The TPS-Paradigm has already been applied 1) to integrate and expand on previous concepts 
of individuals’ psyche, behavior, language and contexts (Uher 2013, 2015d, 2016a, b, 2021b); 2) to refine 
and newly develop concepts and methodologies for taxonomising and comparing individual differences in 
various kinds of phenomena and populations (Uher 2015a, c, d, 2018b, c), and 3) to critically analyze con-
cepts, theories and practices of data generation, quantification and measurement across the sciences (Uher 
2019, 2020) as well as in quantitative psychology and psychometrics (Uher 2018a, 2021a, c, d). Applica-
tions are demonstrated in multi-method studies (e.g., (Uher 2015a, 2018a; Uher et  al. 2013a, b; Uher & 
Visalberghi, 2016). http:// resea rchon indiv iduals. org.
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same ways across sciences are essential for scrutinising established research practices and 
for guiding necessary adaptations to particular study phenomena and properties. The aim 
of this transdisciplinary approach, however, is not to develop new measurement theories 
but instead to scrutinise—on the abstract philosophy-of-science level—the basic concepts 
underlying key theories established in different sciences and to highlight commonalities 
and differences (Uher 2020). This entails the necessity to clearly distinguish—regardless 
of any disciplinary boundaries—data generation processes that meet the basic principles of 
measurement from other quantification processes that do not (see below).
Such transdisciplinary explorations are complicated, however, because the different 
sciences developed their quantitative approaches largely independently from one another 
(Berglund et  al. 2012), and therefore established different terminologies, concepts and 
practices. This entails terminological fallacies that are hard to identify because, in differ-
ent sciences, different terms may denote the same concept (jangle-fallacies; Kelley 1927) 
and the same term may denote different concepts (jingle-fallacies; Thorndike 1903)—such 
as the term ‘measurement’ itself. Thus, when intuitively relying on their own discipline-
specific terminology, scientists may unintentionally misread works from other disciplines. 
Commonalities and differences between discipline-specific terms and concepts can there-
fore be identified only on metatheoretical and methodological levels—but not on the levels 
of concrete methods (models, operations and practices). This also applies to the different 
types of measurement theories (for an overview, see Tal 2020). For this reason, the article 
adopts a more abstract philosophy-of-science level of consideration and a corresponding 
terminology in order to explore basic concepts and approaches and to identify common 
principles of measurement applicable across sciences.
1.2  Outline of this article
First, the article outlines philosophy-of-science concepts that are relevant for measurement 
and quantitative investigations in all sciences. Then, it briefly introduces to social scientists 
and psychologist the two basic methodological principles of measurement (data generation 
traceability and numerical traceability) that were shown to underlie metrologists’ structural 
frameworks of physical measurement and that are key for developing frameworks applica-
ble also to psychological and social-science research. These two principles are needed (1) 
to justify the attribution of quantitative results to the study phenomena and (2) to establish 
the data’s shared quantitative meaning and that are therefore key to distinguish measure-
ment from other quantification processes (Uher 2018a, 2020).
This article focusses on the principle of numerical traceability to explore the ways in 
which quantitative meaning is established for numerical data in different sciences. It will 
show how metrologists have used this principle to build the International System of Units 
and to establish a shared global understanding of measurement units and scales and the 
physical properties to which they refer. This principle will then be applied to scrutinise the 
use of ‘units’ and ‘scales’ in psychology and the social sciences, highlighting heterogene-
ous meanings and functions that entail different (if any) rationales for making numerical 
assignments—and thus different abilities for implementing numerical traceability. Finally, 
the analyses will pinpoint fallacies that frequent conflations of the heterogeneous notions 
of ‘units’ and ‘scales have for the interpretation of results and will outline new directions in 
the conceptualisation and generation of quantitative data in psychology and social-sciences.
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2  Basic concepts relevant for quantitative investigations in all sciences
This section briefly outlines philosophy-of-science concepts that are foundational for quan-
titative investigations in all sciences.
2.1  Quality versus quantity: the distinction between target property 
and measurand
Objects or phenomena cannot be measured in themselves; only some of their properties 
can be. Commonly, objects and phenomena feature various properties. A metal box fea-
tures, amongst others, the properties of length, mass and temperature; a person’s talking 
behaviour features sound intensity, temporal and spatial properties, amongst others. This 
requires specification of the particular property being studied in an object or phenome-
non—called the target property. Any given study object or phenomenon features of a given 
target property only a specific entity (e.g., a box’s specific weight) or even several specific 
entities (e.g., a box’s specific length versus width versus height; the specific temporal dura-
tions of persons’ monologues versus dialogues). Therefore, scientists must specify the par-
ticular entity of the target property that is to be measured in the study object—called the 
measurand (e.g., the box’s width rather than its height or length; temporal duration only 
of an individual’s monologues rather than any talking behaviour). Metrologists commonly 
refer to the target property as the general property, and to the specific entity of the general 
property featured by an object as the specific property (Mari et al. 2017). This terminology, 
however, blurs the important distinction between quality and quantity.
Qualities are properties that differ in kind (Latin qualis for "of what sort"). Length is 
qualitatively different from mass and temperature; temporal duration is qualitatively differ-
ent from sound intensity. Quantities (from Latin quantus for “how much, how many”), in 
turn, are divisible properties of entities of the same kind—thus, of the same quality (Hart-
mann 1964). That is, even if the specific entities change in magnitude (e.g., by adding or 
dividing them), their meaning as entities of the given target property remains unchanged—
they are all qualitatively homogeneous. Placing several boxes side-by-side changes the 
magnitude of their joint width but does not alter its quality as being that of length. Any 
divisible entities of the same quality differ only quantitatively, never qualitatively (Michell 
2012; Uher 2021c, d).
2.2  Phenomenon–quality–quantity conflation
Often, however, any qualitative property featuring divisible (quantitative) properties is sim-
ply called a ‘quantity’, which again conflates quality with quantity. This may be of less con-
cern to metrologists and physicists who focus on those qualitative properties that do feature 
quantitative structures. But it entails profound fallacies for other scientists who explore 
many qualitative properties that do not feature quantitative properties as well. Indeed, qual-
ity—quantity conflation may fuel the belief (widespread in psychology and social sciences) 
that quantities would exist in themselves and could be studied without any reference to the 
qualities in which they occur. This misleads scientists to overlook that “[q]uantities are of 
qualities, and a measured quality has just the magnitude expressed in its measure” (Kaplan 
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1964, p. 207). All quantitative research ultimately has a qualitative grounding (Campbell 
1974).
To explore quality—quantity conflation as well as further fallacies, these important con-
cepts will be clarified here by distinguishing (1) the qualitative properties (qualities, target 
property) under study from (2) the divisible, thus quantitative properties that may occur 
in them, and of which (3) specific quantitative properties or specific quantities (measur-
ands) are studied in a given research object or phenomenon. This terminology may appear 
cumbersome but it is essential to avoid fallacies that entail numerous problematic practices 
(see below; Uher 2021a, c, d). Indeed, these differentiations highlight clear implications for 
measurement that are also reflected in the basic axioms of quantity (see e.g., Barrett 2003). 
Specifically, data-generating persons, whether operating measuring devices or generating 
data directly (e.g., observation), must first demarcate the entities to be studied (e.g., meas-
urands) and categorise them regarding their e-quality or ine-quality. Entities of the same 
(equal, homogeneous) quality can then be compared in their divisible properties (quanti-
ties) regarding that target quality in terms of their order, distance, ratio and further rela-
tions (e.g., measurand with metering ruler or timer). Finally, data-generating persons must 
encode the identified quantitative relations by assigning to the measurands particular quan-
tity values, thereby producing numerical data (Uher 2018a). Thus, measurement requires 
both categorisation of the quality of interest and determination of the specific quantity of 
that quality that is to be studied (measurand) in the study phenomenon or object.
This shows that the common dichotomisation of qualitative versus quantitative research 
(e.g., methods data) reflects a profound misconception, implying quantities could be deter-
mined independently of the quality studied. But all data represent qualitive properties 
(what they are about) and only some contain, additionally, quantitative information about 
these properties (how many/much of that quality; Uher 2018a). Psychologists and social 
scientists, however, often do not specify the quality studied, such as when speaking about 
‘measuring behaviour’ or ‘measuring attitudes’. This jargon ignores that not objects and 
phenomena in themselves but only properties can be measured and that various, qualita-
tively different properties may be measurable in any given phenomenon (e.g., behaviours’ 
spatial or temporal properties). This phenomenon—quality—quantity conflation (Uher 
2021c, d) underlies various conceptual problems that will be analysed below.
2.3  Multitudes versus magnitudes
Two basic kinds of quantity are distinguished, which are central for defining measure-
ment units (see below). Multitude (plurality) is a discontinuous and discrete quantity that 
is divisible into indivisibles and discontinuous parts, which are countable (numerable) and 
can therefore be expressed as a number (e.g., dogs have 42 teeth). Thus, multitudes are 
quantities by their ontological nature. Magnitude (unity), by contrast, is a continuous and 
unified quantity, which is divisible into divisibles and continuous parts. Magnitude is an 
entity’s specific quantitative property that can be compared to that of other entities of the 
same quality (e.g., specific lengths of different fingers) so that they can be ordered (ranked) 
in terms or ‘more’, ‘less’ or ‘equal’ (Hartmann 1964).
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2.4  Numerical data: numerals versus numbers
Data are sign systems (e.g., Indo-Arabic numerals, Greek letters) that scientists use to rep-
resent information about the study phenomena in semiotic ways. This allows to manipulate, 
decompose and recompose, thus, to analyse this semiotic information (e.g., mathematical 
symbols on computer) in lieu of the actual properties and phenomena under study and in 
ways not applicable to these latter in themselves (e.g., individuals’ body weight or behav-
iours cannot be dissected or averaged). The inherently representational function of sign 
systems, however, is often overlooked likely because their symbolic nature is inherent to 
human thinking and everyday language and therefore often no longer explicitly noticed. 
Given this, scientists must clearly distinguish the phenomena and properties under study 
(e.g., metal boxes’ properties, individuals’ talking behaviour) from the means used for their 
exploration (e.g., data, methods, models, terms, concepts). This is particularly challenging 
in psychological and social-science research where many study phenomena are unobserv-
able in themselves and accessible only through language and where, therefore, descriptions 
of the study phenomena are often mistaken for these phenomena in themselves. Indeed, 
common jargon often blurs this important distinction, such as when the term ‘variable’ is 
used to denote both the study phenomena (e.g., age, beliefs, behaviours) and the sign sys-
tems encoding information about them (e.g., lexical variable names and numerical variable 
values; Uher 2021a, b, c).
Signs are generally arbitrary—they typically bear no inherent relations to the objects 
they denote (e.g., no resemblance2). Hence, signs mean something only by agreed conven-
tion (Deutscher 2006). With regard to numerical data, numerals (chiffres, Ziffern) must be 
distinguished from numbers (nombres, Zahlen); ignoring this distinction (numeral—num-
ber conflation) entails numerous fallacies. Numerals are invented by humans; therefore, 
they vary in forms (e.g., Arabic, Roman or Tamil numerals look as diverse as 2, 5, 10; 
II, V, X; or , , ) and can be assigned different meanings (e.g., Roman numbers 
can signify both numerals and letters). Numerals (e.g., written symbols) are often used 
to represent numbers (Michels 1982) but numerals can also represent just order (e.g., 1st, 
2nd, 3rd) or only categorical—qualitatively different—properties that have no quantitative 
meaning at all (e.g., registration or phone ‘numbers’; Campbell 1919/2020). Both numerals 
and natural numbers have a definite order. The order of natural numbers arises from onto-
logical interrelations among real phenomena, whereas the order of numerals derives only 
from human invention (Campbell 1957; Hartmann 1964). Thus, when numerals are used as 
data, their meanings must be made explicit—an important point for the analyses of numeri-
cal traceability below.
2.5  Measurement versus quantification versus quantitative data (outcomes, 
results)
In different sciences, the terms ‘measurement’ and ‘quantification’ have different meanings 
and are therefore prone to jingle-jangle fallacies. For metrologists, measurement denotes 
a structured process whereas quantification denotes primarily a result (Mari et al. 2013). 
Social scientists and psychologists, by contrast, often treat these terms as synonyms for 
any process of quantitative data generation as well as for the outcomes. Distinguishing data 
2 With very few exceptions (e.g., icons, onomatopoeia).
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generation processes from their outcomes is however important because not all quantita-
tive data are results of measurement (Abran et al. 2012). And precisely for this reason, it is 
equally important to distinguish procedures that meet the criteria of measurement (justified 
attribution of the results to the study phenomena and properties; shared understanding of 
the results’ quantitative meaning regarding these phenomena and properties) from those 
that do not (e.g., opinions, judgements; Mari et al. 2015, 2017; Uher 2020). Here, meas-
urement processes are distinguished from quantification processes and both, in turn, from 
their outcomes (results, quantitative data).
To establish measurement processes and distinguish them from other quantification pro-
cesses, two methodological principles are crucial.
3  Two basic methodological principles of measurement
Measurement is the assignment of numerical values to properties, whereby the measurand 
is represented mathematically (e.g., in data variables and numerical values)—but neither 
just any assignment of numerical values nor purely mathematical processes are measure-
ments. Performing a measurement always requires an empirical3 stage, thus, an interaction 
with the target property in the given study object (phenomenon) as well as a structured 
framework establishing traceable relations from the measurand to the numerical value 
assigned to it (Mari et  al. 2015). Transdisciplinary analyses showed that the structural 
framework of physical measurement developed in metrology (for details, e.g., Mari et al. 
2017) builds on two basic methodological principles—data generation traceability and 
numerical traceability. These principles are—on the abstract philosophy-of-science level 
of consideration of methodology but not on the level of method4—applicable also across 
sciences (for details; Uher 2020).
This section briefly outlines these two principles. They will be applied in the subsequent 
sections to explore how the different sciences define and use ‘units’ and ‘scales’ and assign 
numerical values in order to generate quantitative data.
3.1  Data generation traceability: designing unbroken documented measurand—
result connections
The first methodological principle of measurement, data generation traceability, concerns 
the process structure needed to ensure that the results do provide information about the 
measurands. This is established by making the entire measurement process—from the spe-
cific quantities of the target property to be measured (measurands) in a study object up 
to the assignment of quantity values to them—fully transparent, and thus traceable and 
4 Methodology denotes the system of principles underlying scientific enquiry, thus the philosophical and 
theoretical foundations of the ways (approaches) in which research objects can be explored and that make 
particular operations suited for this purpose and others not, together with explanations of what their results 
indicate and why. Method denotes the selection and construction of specific behaviours and instruments 
(practices, techniques) used to perform particular research operations (e.g., observing, self-reporting). 
Hence, methodology is the higher-order concept, comprising the classification of methods and their under-
lying philosophical and theoretical rationales (Uher 2020).
3 This empirical process, necessarily, is affected by errors, which entails uncertainty (not further discussed 
here; for details, e.g., Mari et al. 2015).
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reproducible. To justify that the generated results are attributable to the measurands, this 
process must be designed from knowledge about the objects and properties under study 
(called object-dependence or object-relatedness in metrology; Mari et  al. 2017). This 
requires explanations of how the operative structures allow to make numerical assignments 
such that they reveal reliable and valid information about the measurands, and only about 
them but not also about other properties (Mari et al. 2015).
This knowledge must be implemented in unbroken documented connection chains that 
connect the measurand (if necessary, via mediating properties) with a property that humans 
can accurately and intersubjectively perceive (for an example, see footnote5). At each step, 
the interconnected qualities empirically interact, thereby establishing proportional rela-
tions between their divisible properties (quantities)—i.e., quantitative relations—along 
the chain from measurand up to result (Uher 2019, 2020). Developing such connection 
(conversion) chains (e.g., for instrument development) requires knowledge of systematic 
quantitative (lawful) connections among different qualitative properties (Mari et al. 2017; 
Mari and Wilson 2015). By implementing documented unbroken connection chains, 
metrologists establish processes that allow to trace a result, in the inverse direction, back 
to the measurand as well as to the reference unit used to determine the result comprising 
a numerical value together with a measurement unit. Data generation traceability allows 
to make this entire process—and not just the results—reproducible by other persons, in 
other contexts and at other times (Mari et al. 2015). Detailed comparisons with quantita-
tive data generation processes established in psychology and social sciences are elaborated 
elsewhere (Uher 2018a, 2020, 2021c, d). Here, the focus is on comparisons regarding the 
second principle, numerical traceability.
3.2  Numerical traceability: connecting results to known quantitative standards
The final step of measurement involves the assignment of numerical values to the meas-
urands. But how should this assignment be made? Why is the specific mass we know as 
1 kilogram labelled with 1 and not with 2 or 0.453? And how do we all come to know 
how much weight 1 kilogram exactly is? These questions refer to the methodological 
principle of numerical traceability, which requires that the numerical value assigned to 
a measurand is systematically connected, in documented and transparent ways, not only 
to the measurand but also to a reference quantity of the given target property, which has 
already been independently defined and conventionally established and which also defines 
a measurement unit (see below). To guarantee that measurement results are reliably inter-
pretable and always represent the same quantitative information across time and contexts 
5 Thermometers illustrate this principle. Temperature (within a particular range) is structurally connected 
to the spatial expansion of mercury. When tubed, the expansion length of mercury (mediator) is system-
atically connected to the tube length. The latter is publicly and (relatively) accurately perceivable, enabling 
the intersubjective definition of identical (or highly similar) units (e.g., marked on the tube). To generate 
results, measurement-executing persons must visually compare the length of the tubed mercury with the 
length of the tube and the units marked on it and convert the quantitative information thus-obtained (e.g., 
by counting units) into semiotically encoded information as data (e.g., by writing down “20 °C”). The con-
nection chain thus involves ‘temperature’—’length of tubed mercury’, chained by physical laws, and ‘length 
of tubed mercury’—’length of scale units’—‘data variable names and values’, chained by measurement-




(e.g., specific weight of 1  kilogram), metrologists define primary references, which are 
internationally accepted (e.g., through legislation) and assumed to be stable (e.g., the 
international prototype kilogram). From a given primary reference, metrologists establish 
unbroken documented connection chains to all working references that are used in (non-
metrological) research and everyday life for measuring a given target property (e.g., labora-
tory weighing scales, household thermometers; JCGM200:2012, 2012). These are called 
calibration chains because, along the connections in the chain, they specify uncertainties 
as a quantitative indication of the measurement quality of a result to assess its reliability 
(JCGM100:2008, 2008).
Documented networks of calibration chains, rooted in the same primary references, are 
used to disseminate measurement units internationally (Maul et al. 2019). These networks 
guarantee that any comparisons with working references that are traced back to the same 
primary reference produce for the same measurand comparable results (De Silva 2002), 
thereby establishing the results’ numerical traceability (called metrological traceability in 
metrology; JCGM200:2012, 2012). These conditions ensure that quantitative results (e.g., 
the specific weight of 1  kilogram) can be understood everywhere in the same ways; in 
other words, that the generated results are invariant with respect to the particular persons 
(subjects; e.g., operators, users) involved (called subject-independence or intersubjectivity 
in metrology; Mari et al. 2017).
Through numerical traceability, measurands become quantitatively comparable by com-
paring them to one another not only empirically but also mathematically via the numerical 
values assigned to them (Maul et  al. 2019). This establishes for the numerical values in 
themselves, in conjunction with the measurement units used for their generation, a pub-
licly shared universal meaning. Nowadays, all persons (relying on the SI) can understand 
how much a neonatal weight of 3.5 kilogrammes is and can make—from this numerical 
information alone—direct comparisons. This is a historic achievement. Over centuries, 
metrologists invested considerable efforts to standardise and unify the many different and 
locally varying measurement references and units that had been used before (see below). 
The importance of the universal meaning of measurement results in our globalised world 
underlines the crucial role that numerical traceability plays in measurement.
4  Units, scales and quantitative data in metrology and physical 
sciences
The importance of numerical traceability will now be further explored by scrutinising the 
concepts and practices by which ‘units’ and ‘scales’ are defined and used in different sci-
ences to generate numerical data. This section will explore those established in metrology 
and physical sciences, the subsequent section those from psychology and social sciences.
4.1  Methodological principles for defining measurement units
Key for establishing numerical traceability in metrology and physical sciences is to desig-
nate for a given target property (e.g., mass) specific entities that serve as reference quanti-
ties and that are used to define measurement units (JCGM200:2012, 2012). That is, meas-
urement units specify both a particular quality and a particular quantity of that quality. 
By designating reference quantities as units (the term unit generally mean oneness, singu-
larity), scientists create multitudes, which are countable. When comparing a measurand’s 
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specific quantity (e.g., an object’s specific mass) with standardised reference entities (units) 
of the same target property (e.g., calibrated gram weights), their ratio can be expressed as 
a numeral indicating the measurand’s quantity value (e.g., “2”) together with some lexical 
symbols (e.g., “g”, “oz”) indicating the reference unit used and thus also the target prop-
erty studied (e.g., mass). Hence, quantity values cannot be understood without their refer-
ence unit because their meaning is established only with regard to the given target quality 
(e.g., 1 gram ≠ 1 minute ≠ 1 metre). Thus, in measurement, scientists assign not numbers 
as widely believed in psychology and social sciences (Uher 2021c, 2021d) but numerals, 
which are defined as quantity values of a particular qualitative property (e.g., “2 gram”; 
Mari et al. 2015). This is a key point that will be taken up again below.
Given that measurement units determine which quantity value must be assigned to a 
measurand, their definition plays a crucial role in measurement. Many physical measure-
ment units were originally derived from historical conventions about arbitrarily defined 
references (Hand 2016). Some of the oldest units of length measurement refer to human 
body parts (e.g., ell, foot, hand), which are always “at hand” but vary among individuals. 
Standardisation was therefore reached by authoritative decree—by fiat.6 For example, one 
inch was legally defined, amongst others, by King Edward II of England in 1324 as the 
length of three barley grains placed lengthwise end-to-end (Klein 1974). Many decreed 
entities constitute multitudes. For example, carob seeds, given their uniformity, were used 
to define a unit of weight (carat, ct) with one seed equalling one carat (later standardised to 
equal 0.2 gram). Other historical measurement units involve defined magnitudes of qualita-
tive properties of material objects that are directly and publicly perceivable and in which 
persons can therefore reliably and intersubjectively demarcate divisible entities that are 
(almost) identical, or at least sufficiently similar to serve as units (e.g., marks on metre 
sticks). The durability of material objects facilitates the construction of prototypes that can 
be physically preserved at least for some time—an important element for standardisation. 
For example, around 970 already, Saxon King Edgar is said to have kept in his palace a 
wooden "yardstick", decreed to equal 36 inches, as the official standard of measurement 
(Naughtin 2009).
With the availability of sophisticated technologies, and building on the knowledge 
developed from decreed measurement units, physicists increasingly replaced the originally 
arbitrary definitions of established reference units with artefact-free definitions that are 
based on natural constants and therefore not subject to deterioration or destruction but that 
are reproducible any time and any place (Quinn 2010). Examples are the redefinitions of 
the standard unit of one metre as the length of the path travelled by light in vacuum during 
a time interval of 1/299,792,458 of a second (BIPM 2006), and, just recently, of the stand-
ard unit of one kilogram in terms of the Planck constant, speed of light and the Caesium 
atom’s resonant frequency (BIPM 2019). History thus shows that measurement units can 
be defined by fiat (arbitrarily) as long as they are explicitly and conventionally defined 
and systematically connected through documented unbroken connection chains that estab-
lish quantitative relations from the primary references to all working references used (with 
known calibration uncertainties)—that is, as long as the principle of numerical traceability 
is met.
6 Derived from the Latin fiat for “let it be done”.
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4.2  The international system of units (SI)
To define physical measurement units, scientists encounter two challenges. First, they 
must identify the structural—i.e., both qualitative and quantitative—connections that exist 
between physical properties (e.g., natural constants). Second, they must establish explicit 
and agreed measurement units codifying reference quantities of the given qualities together 
with conventional definitions of their interrelations. This has been done and codified in 
the International System of Units (Système International d’Unités, SI). In this coherent 
system, all known physical qualities featuring divisible (quantitative) properties together 
with their internationally established units are systematically interrelated in determinative 
ways and on the basis of non-contradictory mathematical equations (BIPM 2006; Czichos 
2011). In metrology, properties that cannot be expressed in terms of other physical prop-
erties featuring divisible properties are called ‘base quantities’ (e.g., mass, length, time, 
temperature)—an established metrological term reflecting the common quality—quantity 
conflation.7 The conventionally defined entities that are used as their references are called 
base units (e.g., gram, metre, second, Kelvin). These base properties are used to define 
all other known qualities featuring divisible properties, called ‘derived quantities’ (e.g., 
velocity, area, mass density)—a term likewise reflecting quality—quantity conflation. The 
corresponding quantitative standard entities, called derived units (e.g., metre per second, 
square metre, kilogram per cubic metre), are defined as products of powers of the base 
units according to algebraic relations that are specified in internationally agreed equations 
(e.g., velocity from length and time; BIPM 2006). This system allows to convert measure-
ment results between different units (e.g., neonates’ weight in kilogram or pound) with-
out loss of information regarding the specific quantity that they denote (JCGM200:2012, 
2012)—an important condition for establishing numerical traceability and thus a secured 
body of knowledge about real-world phenomena. (For details on the SI’s structure, chal-
lenges of its establishment and issues of uncertainty of measurement, not considered here, 
see BIPM 2006; White, Fsarrance, & AACB Uncertainty of Measurement Working Group 
2004).
4.3  The fundamental idea behind measurement scales in metrology and physics
Measurands are assumed to be entities that are empirically given by the study object; their 
initially unknown specific quantity is determined through measurement. Measurement 
units, by contrast, are entities of a specific quantity that are designed on purpose and hence 
known before a measurement is executed. This is done in a process often called scale 
construction, which produces a structure of classifiers (e.g., measurement units) that are 
assumed to be adequate for a given measurand (Mari and Giordani 2012).
The term ‘scale’ has slightly different meanings in metrology and physics, which, how-
ever, are all based on the same fundamental idea. Primarily, measurement ‘scales’ denote 
a (physical or conceptual) concatenation of identical measurement units (e.g., metre scale, 
Celsius scale) to create countable multitudes of known magnitude (going back to Euclid; 
Tal 2020). This facilitates the intersubjective determination of the measurands’ initially 
unknown magnitudes and hence of the numerical values that are to be assigned to them. 
7 The quality—quantity conflation reflected in this term is unproblematic only in metrology and physical 
sciences given their focus on qualities featuring quantitative properties as well.
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But many properties are not directly accessible by humans or not accurately enough (Uher 
2020), and concatenation is not possible for derived quantities (Rossi 2007). Maybe there-
fore, the term scale also denotes measuring instruments (e.g., weighing scales), thus, the 
physical devices engineered to enable an empirical interaction with the measurand and to 
implement unbroken documented connection chains between measurand and result. Specif-
ically, measuring instruments connect the measurand as the input property (via mediating 
properties if needed) with an output property, thereby establishing proportional relations 
between the specific quantities of the different qualitative properties interconnected in a 
given chain (data generation traceability). The specific quantity of the output property is 
then compared with that of the (calibrated) standard reference implemented in the instru-
ment, which in turn is connected in unbroken calibration chains to an established primary 
reference (numerical traceability). Where this comparison is not automated but executed by 
persons, instruments (e.g., spring scales) often involve visual displays featuring identical 
units that are spatially concatenated into a measurement scale.
A further meaning of the term scale refers to the order of magnitude in which numerical 
information is depicted in graphs, charts, drawings or maps. For example, size relation-
ships between the graphical features and the real world are indicated using linear (e.g., 
1:1000 scale) or non-linear relationships (e.g., logarithmic scale). But this as well reflects 
the fundamental idea of measurement scales—the determination of a measurand’s initially 
unknown magnitude (i.e., a continuous unified quantity) through comparison with a con-
catenation of identical, conventionally defined magnitudes serving as multitudes (i.e., dis-
continuous and discrete quantities). The countability of multitudes allows for testing which 
quantity axioms are met (von Helmholtz 1887; Hölder 1901) and for generating numeri-
cally traceable results.
5  Units, scales and quantitative data in psychology and social sciences
Building on the insights gained from analysing the principles underlying measurement 
units and scales in metrology and physical sciences, this section will now scrutinise the use 
of ‘units’ and ‘scales’ in psychology and social sciences, focussing on selected applications 
with examples. It will highlight heterogeneous meanings and functions that will be further 
explored subsequently.
5.1  Jingle‑jangle fallacies and terminological differentiations used here
Psychologists and social scientists use the terms ‘measurement unit’, ‘measurement scale’ 
and ‘scale unit’ not just when measuring physical properties (e.g., electric skin resistance; 
reaction times) but also for quantitative investigations of their “non-physical” study phe-
nomena (e.g., constructs like ‘happiness’ or ‘Human Development’). For clear distinctions, 
here, the terms measurement unit and measurement scale exclusively refer to the units 
and scales used in processes that meet the principles of data generation traceability and 
numerical traceability (see above). All other ‘units’ and ‘scales’ will be labelled in line 




5.2  ‘Units’: diverse applications in research processes
In psychology and social sciences, the term ‘unit’ is used in at least five different ways 
(ignoring many variations and mixtures). It is used for U1) ‘answer units’ in questionnaires 
(e.g., multi-stage answer categories); U2) ‘variable units’ indicating properties ascribed 
to a variable’s values (e.g., nominal, ordinal, interval); (U3) ‘psychometric units’ derived 
from data modelling (featuring, e.g., equal distances); (U4) measurement units from 
metrology (e.g., millisecond in reaction time measurement), and also for (U5) the sets of 
entities forming the basis for investigation or analysis (e.g., ‘unit of analysis’). Some exam-
ples illustrate typical applications.
Standardised rating methods involve sets of statements or questions (called items) 
describing the phenomena of interest (e.g., behaviours, attitudes). Respondents indicate 
their pertinent judgements (assessments, ratings, opinions) in standardised ‘answer units’ 
(categories) that are intended to indicate varying degrees of, for example, judged agree-
ment, intensity, frequency or typicality. Such ‘answer units’ vary substantially in number 
(e.g., 2, 5, 10 categories) and format; for example, they may be labelled lexically (e.g., 
‘never’, ‘rarely’, ‘sometimes’, ‘often’, ‘always’), numerically (e.g., ‘1’, ’2’, ‘3’, ‘4’, ‘5’) or 
otherwise nonverbally (e.g., icons, colours, lines). In sum, ‘answer units’ are used both to 
elicit and to encode responses in a standardised bounded format. To create numerical data, 
researchers recode respondents’ chosen (non-numerical) ‘answer units’ into numerals in 
highly standardised ways (e.g., ‘sometimes’ always into ‘3’, ‘often’ always into ‘4’). The 
numerical data generated for different individuals on different items are then pooled and 
analysed jointly (see below).
Given that numerals can encode numbers, order or just categorically (qualitatively) dif-
ferent properties, researchers must specify the meanings that they ascribe to the numeri-
cal data created (e.g., when recoding answer categories). For this purpose, four types of 
‘variable units’ are popular (Stevens 1946). ‘Nominal units’ encode categorical (including 
binary) information (e.g., ‘Nepal’, ‘Norway’; ‘correct’/ ‘incorrect’), indicating qualitatively 
different and thus indivisible properties. ‘Ordinal units’ encode sequence information, 
indicating relative quantity differences that are not further specified and that thus cannot 
be assumed to be of equal size. ‘Interval units’ encode sequence information with specified 
intervals that are determined by arbitrarily defining reference points and dividing the mag-
nitude thus-defined arbitrarily into equal ‘units’; this, however, precludes interpretation of 
relative between-unit differences (e.g., 15 °C cannot be said to be half as warm as 30 °C). 
‘Ratio units’, in turn, encode numerical information featuring order, equal distances and an 
absolute zero-point indicating absence of the target property; for example, zero Kelvin (K 
= − 273 °C) is the lowest temperature at which molecules stop moving. Therefore, ‘ratio 
units’ represent absolute quantity differences, enabling the determination of ratio relations 
and conversion of quantitative information between different ‘ratio units’ (e.g., between 
metre and inch). Although widely used, Steven’s category system is neither exhaustive nor 
universally accepted (Thomas 2020; Velleman & Wilkinson 1993). Alternative systems 
involve, for example, grades to encode ordered labels (e.g., ‘lecturer’, ‘reader’, ‘professor’); 
ranks to encode sequences starting from 1 as either the smallest or the largest (e.g., ‘1st’, 
‘2nd’, ‘3rd’); counted fractions to encode numerical values that are bounded by a specific 
range but that do not constitute interval units (e.g., percentages); counts to encode non-
negative integers; amounts to encode non-negative real numbers; and balances to encode 
unbounded ranges of numerals, which can have both positive and negative values (Velle-
man and Wilkinson 1993). In sum, ‘variable units’ serve to define the type of information 
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encoded in the values that a given data variable can take, which determines the applicabil-
ity of statistical methods of analysis.
Among the most important psychological and social-science study phenomena are con-
structs (e.g., ‘intelligence’, ‘happiness’, ‘Human Development’). Constructs are conceptual 
entities that refer to various phenomena and properties (e.g., different intellectual perfor-
mances) on an abstract level of consideration (theoretical construct definition). As abstrac-
tions, constructs are non-observable in themselves; they can thus be studied only indirectly 
through sets of specific phenomena and properties that are chosen to serve as construct 
indicators in given studies (operational construct definition). Quantitative information 
about construct indicators is encoded in so-called manifest (data)8 variables. Empirical 
structures underlying the numerical values of various manifest (data) variables are sta-
tistically analysed and modelled in fewer (or even just one) synthesised variables, called 
latent (data) variables. This is done by using psychometric models, which specify statisti-
cal assumptions about the interrelations between manifest and latent (data) variables (e.g., 
item response functions). Such models allow to transform the values of manifest (data) var-
iables, typically featuring binary or ordinary ‘units’ (e.g., correctness or rating data), into 
values of latent (data) variables, which are commonly aimed at featuring interval or ratio 
‘units’. The latent data structures are modelled such as to maximise the fit to the statistical 
assumptions specified in the model, which can be tested empirically. In sum, ‘psychometric 
units’ describe properties of numerical data that are synthesised through statistical mod-
elling. Although aligned to statistical assumptions rather than to properties of the study 
phenomena, psychometrically modelled data are commonly assumed to reflect quantita-
tive information about the constructs and the various phenomena to which they refer (Uher 
2021c).
Psychologists and social scientists also use metrological units (SI) to measure physical 
properties using pertinent measuring devices (e.g., reaction times in milliseconds, electri-
cal skin resistance in Ohm). As established in metrology and physics, the known mag-
nitudes of conventionally defined measurement units are thereby used to determine the 
unknown magnitude of a measurand (or an output property connected to it) through com-
parison of their ratio.
Finally, the term ‘unit’ is also used to denote the sets of entities under study, such as the 
particular phenomena (e.g., behaviours, ‘traits’, attitudes, social interactions), or particular 
members or larger collections of the entities studied (e.g., individual, organisation, coun-
try). For example, ‘sampling unit’ denotes the entities sampled from a statistical popula-
tion (e.g., schools in a district). ‘Experimental unit’ denotes the smallest entity to which 
an intervention is applied (e.g., teaching method applied in some classes), ‘observational 
unit’ denotes the entities about which the single data points are generated (e.g., individual 
students). ‘Unit of analysis’ denotes the level on which the data are being analysed (e.g., 
individual, class, country) but also the type of information that is being explored (e.g., 
variabilities, averages). Their particular definition depends on the research question (e.g., 
individual development, international comparison) and influences the methodology and 
analytical methods. In qualitative analyses (e.g., textual content analysis), ‘unit of analy-
sis’ denotes the portion of content chosen as the basis for developing codes (e.g., words, 
tweets, entire interviews). For consistent coding, researchers also specify what constitutes 
8 Given that the term ‘variables’ is often used to denote both the empirical study phenomena and the sym-
bolic systems used to encode information about them (Uher 2021c, d), the inserted ‘(data)’ shall remind 
readers that here ‘variables’ denotes symbolic systems.
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the ‘units of meaning’ in their analysis (e.g., word frequencies, treatment of themes; Roller 
and Lavrakas 2015).
Before these heterogeneous notions and uses of ‘units’ will be further explored, what 
about the term ‘scales’?
5.3  ‘Scales’: disparate notions and meanings
Psychologists and social scientist use the term ‘scales’ variously for (S1) ‘answer scales’ 
in terms of the set of answer categories provided in tests or questionnaires; (S2) ‘item 
scales’ in terms of the sets of test or questionnaire items presented to respondents; (S3) 
‘scale types’ indicating properties ascribed to the values that data variables can take; (S4) 
‘psychometric scales’ obtained from statistically modelling latent structures underlying 
the values of many (manifest) data variables; and (S5) measurement scales from metrol-
ogy applied for measuring physical properties. Some examples briefly illustrate typical 
applications.
‘Answer scales’ may involve sets of multi-stage answer categories intended to indicate 
graded degrees (‘rating scale’), such as ‘agreement scales’ (called ‘Likert scales’; Lik-
ert 1932) that may feature as ‘units’, for example, ‘strongly disagree’, ‘disagree’, ‘neither 
disagree nor agree’, ‘agree’, ‘strongly agree’. Such sets of pre-defined ‘answer units are 
commonly called a ‘scale’, likely because their presentation (e.g., horizontally next to each 
other) resembles the concatenation of measurement units. But because ‘answer scales’ 
always refer to a particular content to be judged, the term ‘scale’ may also denote the set 
of questionnaire items (‘multi-item scale’) or just single items (‘single item scale’), often 
including a specific ‘answer scale’ (e.g., ‘happiness scales’).
The data that are generated by applying such ‘answer scales’ and ‘item scales’ are 
encoded in data variables that, given the meaning they are intended to reflect, are ascribed 
particular properties regarding the values that they can take. This is often referred to as 
‘scale types’ (Stevens 1946), such as ‘ordinal scales’ or ‘ratio scales’. Synthesised latent 
variables, psychometrically modelled to feature interval or ratio ‘units’ (e.g., through 
Rasch-modelling) are called ‘psychometric scales’. Furthermore, measurement scales for 
measuring physical properties are used in line with established metrological practice (e.g., 
Time scales, Ohmmetre scale).
6  Methodological functions underlying the diverse notions of ‘units’ 
and ‘scales’
The diverse notions and uses that ‘units’ and ‘scales’ have in the different sciences will 
be explored in this section in more detail. Generally, the term ‘scale’ may refer to struc-
tures into which ‘units’ are embedded in research processes. But the diverse notions high-
lighted in the previous sections refer to structures that have different functions and that are 
employed in different stages of research processes. Four distinct methodological functions 
can be identified that involve different, if any, rationales for making numerical assignments 
and that thus impact the possibilities for establishing numerical traceability.
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1. ‘Instruments’ to enable empirical interactions with the study phenomena and properties
A first methodological function, underlying the notions of ‘units’ and ‘scales’ as the 
items and answer categories of tests and questionnaires, is that of ‘stimuli’ triggering 
and enabling9 empirical interactions with the study phenomena and properties. Item and 
answer ‘scales’ are therefore often called ‘instruments’ (e.g., ‘rating instruments’), in anal-
ogy to physical measuring instruments (e.g., weighing scales). But, in themselves, lan-
guage-based ‘instruments’ cannot interact with anything. Instead, it is the data-generating 
persons who must interact with (i.e., perceive and interpret) both the study phenomena 
(e.g., emotions) and the investigatory methods (e.g., verbal descriptions presented in ‘ques-
tionnaire scales’), leading to complex triadic interactions (Uher 2018a). Hence, whereas 
technical instruments are developed to overcome limitations in human abilities, the appli-
cation of language-based ‘instruments’ inherently relies on human abilities (Uher 2019, 
2020). Moreover, technical instruments are constructed to implement explicit and determi-
native assignment rules; instances of the same properties must always be encoded with the 
same numerical values so that these always represent the same information (Ellis 1966). In 
standardised language-based ‘instruments’, by contrast, the rationales for choosing particu-
lar answer categories are neither specified nor even known but, instead, are left to respond-
ents’ everyday-language interpretations and intuitive decisions (Uher 2018a). That is, the 
function of ‘units’ and ‘scales’ as ‘instruments’ is interpreted differently in the sciences.
2. Structural data format to encode information about the study phenomena and properties
A second methodological function, underlying the notions of ‘answer units’ and item 
and answer ‘scales’, is to serve as structural format for data generation. Items are typi-
cally intended to specify the study phenomena; answer categories to specify the quality of 
interest and particular divisible properties of it (quantities). By choosing for each item one 
single answer category, respondents generate data in a highly standardised format, in which 
the items serve as data variables and the chosen ‘answer units’ as variable values. Measure-
ment results as well involve a structured data format. The units always indicate the target 
quality as well as a specified reference quantity of it; the numerical values indicate the ratio 
of the measurand’s quantity with that of the reference quantity.
3. Conceptual data format to ascribe particular meaning to numerical values
A third methodological function, underlying the notion of ‘scale types’ and ‘scale units’ 
as specifying the properties that researchers ascribe to their data variables regarding the 
values that these can take, is to implement a conceptual data format. For measurement, the 
conceptual properties ascribed to numerical values must be derived from the target proper-
ties of the empirical study system, which are determined experimentally. For example, the 
Kelvin scale, is ‘ratio scaled’ because it features an absolute zero-point indicating absence 
of temperature, whereas the Celsius and Fahrenheit scales are only ‘interval scaled’ 
because their zero-points are defined arbitrarily. Conceptual properties form an elemen-
tary part of any symbolic (data) system and determine the permissible transformations that 
maintain its mapping relations with the empirical system under study.
9 This implies the unjustified assumption that these phenomena can be elicited on demand through their 
mere verbal description (Uher 2015c, d).
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In standardised language-based methods, by contrast, the conceptual properties that 
researchers ascribe to the numerical values are commonly derived either from a) (untested) 
presumptions about the properties of interest (e.g., intended ordinal meaning in ‘agreement 
ratings’), b) statistical assumptions made for data modelling (e.g., ‘interval units’ in psy-
chometrics), or c) preconditions of particular statistical methods of analysis that research-
ers wish to apply to answer their questions (e.g., metric analysis). Statistical assumptions 
and preconditions, however, are mere mathematical concepts, which are unrelated to the 
empirical study systems (Toomela 2021) and applied only after data generation is already 
completed.
The function of ‘scales’ for implementing a conceptual data format furthermore under-
lies their notion as the order of magnitude by which numerical information is visually 
depicted. It is also behind the notion of ‘units’ as the sets of entities that form the basis for 
investigation or analysis.
4. Conventionally agreed reference quantities of defined magnitudes
A fourth methodological function, underlying the notion of measurement units and 
scales as reference quantities of a given target quality (e.g., SI scales with units of mass 
like gram or ounce), is to establish a conventionally agreed and traceable quantitative 
meaning of the numerical values assigned to measurands. Standard reference quantities 
are conventionally agreed and thus known before a measurement is executed. Unbroken 
documented connection chains from established (international) primary references to the 
working refences (e.g., gauged measuring devices) used for empirical comparisons with 
measurands allow to establish a subject-independent and conventionally shared meaning 
of measurement results—thus, numerical traceability. This makes these numerical results 
comparable even just mathematically, such as those indicating neonates’ weight in different 
world regions.
An analogous implementation of this methodological function of ‘units’ and ‘scales’ as 
agreed reference quantities is largely absent in psychological and social-science research as 
will be explored now.
7  Establishing numerical traceability in psychological 
and social‑science research: possibilities and limitations of current 
practices
This section will now scrutinise practices that are currently established in psychological 
and social-science research for implementing the different methodological functions of 
‘scales’ and ‘units’ and will explore the consequences that these entail for the establish-
ment of numerical traceability. The focus will be on the widely-used language-based quan-
tification methods (e.g., tests, questionnaires).
7.1  Standardised item and answer ‘scales’ fail to establish both data generation 
traceability and numerical traceability
Identical wording and formatting of item and answer ‘scales’ is often assumed to be suf-
ficient as standardisation for enabling quantitative investigations. To make these ‘scales’ 
applicable to a broad range of individuals, phenomena and contexts; their wordings are 
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often abstract and even vague (e.g., ‘often’, ‘sometimes’). This entails that items and 
answer categories reflect not specific target qualities and particular quantities of them as 
required for measurement but instead concepts, which mostly refer to conglomerates of 
qualitatively heterogeneous properties and study phenomena (Uher 2018b, 2021c). Insuf-
ficient specification of concrete study phenomena, the target property and its divisible 
(quantitative) properties to be studied in them, however, promotes phenomenon—qual-
ity—quantity conflation. Given this, it is unsurprising that individuals construct for the 
same standardised items heterogeneous meanings and for multi-stage answer categories not 
mutually exclusive, quantitative meanings but instead overlapping and often even qualita-
tively different meanings (Lundmann and Villadsen 2016; Rosenbaum and Valsiner 2011; 
Uher and Visalberghi 2016). This precludes the establishment of standardised and trace-
able processes of data generation (Uher 2018a).
Particular problems for numerical traceability arise from the narrow range of values in 
‘answer scales’. Bounded value ranges are also used for some measurement units; but these 
are either repeating, and thus unlimited (e.g., clock time), or inherent to the target prop-
erty (e.g., degrees in a circle). Other quantitative categories with bounded value ranges 
refer to specified samples of unlimited size (e.g., percentages, counted fractions), thus indi-
cating quantity values that are traceable. By contrast, the numerical values created from 
standardised ‘answer scales’ are conceived to be bounded from the outset—regardless of 
the diverse phenomena, qualities and quantities to which they may be applied. As a con-
sequence, data-generating persons must assign a broad range of quantitative information 
flexibly to a predetermined, narrow range of values. But how do they do this? For exam-
ple, how often is “often” for a phenomenon to occur, given that general occurrence rates 
vary for different phenomena (e.g., talking versus sneezing) and also across contexts (Uher 
2015a)? To fit their ideas into narrow ‘answer scales’, respondents sometimes seem to intu-
itively weigh the study phenomena’s observed occurrences against their presumed typical 
occurrence rates in given contexts (e.g., sex/gender or age groups; Uher 2015c; Uher and 
Visalberghi 2016; Uher et al. 2013b)—just like Procrustes, the stretcher and subduer from 
Greek mythology, who forced people to fit the size of an iron bed by stretching them or 
cutting off their legs.
Without knowing the specific quantitative relations by which this intuitive fitting is 
done (unlike logarithmic scales), however, the quantitative data thus-generated can reflect 
quantitative information neither of the actual (inaccessible) phenomena and properties of 
interest nor of those used as their (accessible) indicators. Indeed, the requirement to assign 
diverse ranges of quantities flexibly to a bounded range of values can distort and even 
inverse quantitative relations, thereby introducing shifts in the quantitative meaning of the 
data produced. A simple hypothetical example illustrates this. Assumed we judged the size 
of different bicycles on a verbal ‘answer scale’ (e.g., ‘small’, ‘medium’, ‘large’) and did 
the same also for different cars and different trains using that same ‘scale’. Although any 
‘large’ bicycle is smaller than any ‘small’ train, the assigned answer values would suggest 
otherwise. Hence, the same values do not always represent the same quantitative informa-
tion, thereby precluding the establishment of numerical traceability.
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7.2  Numerical recoding of answer categories fails to establish numerical 
traceability
Assumed these problems in data generation could be ignored and a target property is speci-
fied, such as agreement in ‘Likert scales’. Could researchers establish numerical traceabil-
ity by systematically assigning numerical values to respondents’ chosen answer categories 
(e.g., ‘1’ to ‘strongly disagree’, ‘2’ to ‘disagree’, ‘3’ to ‘neither disagree nor agree’, ‘4’ to 
‘agree’, ‘5’ to ‘strongly agree’)? To ensure that these numerals can indicate quantitative 
information, the answer categories must reflect divisible properties of the target property.
Referring to Steven’s ‘scale’ types, what would this mean? Regarding ‘interval scales’, 
often assumed for data analysis, can we assume that the difference between ‘strongly 
disagree’ and ‘disagree’ equals that between ‘disagree’ and ‘neither disagree nor agree’? 
Regarding ‘ordinal scales’, one could certainly say that ‘strongly agree’ indicates more 
agreement than ‘agree’. But could ‘agree’ reflect more agreement than ‘neither agree nor 
disagree’—which respondents often choose to indicate having no opinion or finding the 
item inapplicable (Uher 2018a)? And does ‘disagree’ really reflect a lower level of agree-
ment than ‘agree’—or is disagreeing with something not rather an entirely different idea 
than agreeing with it? Likewise, what tells us that, in ‘happiness scales’, feeling ‘pretty 
happy’ versus ‘not too happy’ reflects only differences in intensity—thus, divisible proper-
ties of the same kind of emotion rather than emotions of qualitatively different kind, like 
joy and sadness? Semantically, two different qualities can be easily merged into one con-
ceptual dimension (as done in semantic differentials; Snider and Osgood 1969). But what 
divisible (quantitative) properties could be identified in such conglomerates of heterogene-
ous qualities?
Further inconsistencies occur. Recall that measurement scales involve identical units of 
defined magnitude. The conventional meaning of the magnitude of a 4-cm long measur-
and is established through the equality of its length to that of four concatenated centimetre 
units—it covers a rulers’ first, second, third and fourth centimetre-unit. But this does not 
apply analogously to ‘agreement scales’—to indicate ‘agree’, one cannot also tick ‘strongly 
disagree’, ‘disagree’ and ‘neither disagree nor agree’ without introducing fundamental con-
tradictions in meaning. That is, the (hypothesised) quantities that verbal ‘answer scales’ 
are intended to reflect do not match the quantitative relations ascribed to their numerically 
recoded values—not even when just ordinal properties are assumed—and thus fail to meet 
at least basic axioms of quantity.
Moreover, the numerical assignment procedure differs fundamentally from that used 
in measurement. In ‘rating-scale’ based investigations, researchers do not assign numer-
als to measurands compared with a unit. Instead, they recode the ‘answer units’ in them-
selves into numerals. Unit-free values, however, can provide information about neither the 
particular target property studied nor any specific quantity of it. But the same numerical 
value has, necessarily,  different quantitative meanings—with regard to both different units 
indicating the same target quality (e.g., ‘4’ grams, ‘4’ ounces, ‘4’ tons) and different tar-
get properties (e.g., ‘4’ kilogrammes, ‘4’ metres, ‘4’ minutes). Moreover, in measurement, 
numerical values are assigned with reference to the conventionally agreed and numerically 
traceable standard quantity indicated by the measurement unit. In ‘answer scales’, by con-
trast, the assigned numerals depend on study-specific decisions about the structural data 
format. For example, depending on the value range chosen for ‘answer scales’ in a given 
study, their middle category can be recoded into very different numerical values (e.g., ‘0’, 
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‘3’, ‘4’ or ‘50’)—even when referring to the same item and meant to indicate the same 
quantitative information.
Recoding the heterogeneous meanings of the verbal values of ‘answer scales’ into 
numerical values entails further problems because it implies that they would reflect homo-
geneous meanings. Numeral–number conflation promotes the frequent ascription of math-
ematical properties to numerals (e.g., that ‘4’ is more than ‘3’ and this more than ‘2’), 
ignoring that these quantity relations do not apply to the meanings of the verbal values 
thus-recoded. This creates the illusion that the numerical recoding of ‘answer units’ could 
establish a universal meaning for the variable values thereby enabling mathematical explo-
ration of the phenomena and properties described. Following this erroneous belief, unit-
free scores are often treated as if they would represent ontological quantities that can be 
ordered, added, averaged and quantitatively modelled—ignoring, that this applies neither 
to the answer categories used for data generation nor to the conglomerates of heterogene-
ous study phenomena and properties commonly described in rating ‘scales’.
7.3  Differential analyses cannot establish numerical traceability
Without unbroken documented connections both to the measurand of the target property 
studied (data generation traceability) and to a known quantity reference of that target prop-
erty (numerical traceability), unit-free values are meaningless in themselves. The only 
option to create meaning for such scores is to compare different cases with one another.10 
For this purpose, psychologists and social scientists apply a differential perspective when 
analysing11 and interpreting scores by considering not the absolute scores in themselves 
that are ascribed to cases but instead the relative between-case differences that these reflect.
This shift in perspective justifies merging values obtained for different properties and 
study phenomena, as this is commonly done to compute overall indices for constructs from 
the values obtained for their various construct indicators. For example, the Human Develop-
ment Index is a summary score computed from various normalised values obtained for ‘life 
expectancy at birth’, ‘years of schooling’, and ‘cross national income per capita’ (Conceição 
2019). Clearly, values in units of years and of monetary currencies cannot be meaningfully 
merged or compared in themselves because they refer to different qualities. This is possi-
ble only with regard to the differential information that they reflect (Uher 2011; Uher et al. 
2013a). Differential analyses can enable meaningful comparisons and may circumvent prob-
lems arising from arbitrary algorithms for merging heterogeneous scores. But, although sta-
tistically derived, differentially standardised scores do not establish systematic proportional 
relations to the primary quantity values from which they were derived—not even when these 
are measurement results (e.g., response times in milliseconds)—because differential stand-
ardisation is based on the score distributions in specific samples. Consequently, differential 
summary scores of heterogeneous qualities are derived through processes of artificial quanti-
fication but not ‘construct measurement’ as widely believed (Uher 2020).
11 This may entail changing the numerical values assigned to individuals, such as through z-standardisa-
tion, setting the sample’s average to zero and its standard deviation to one. This transforms the bounded 
range of typically non-negative values obtained from recoding ‘agreement scales’, commonly ascribed at 
least ordinal properties, into an unbounded range with positive and negative values centred around zero and 
often ascribed interval properties.
10 For within-case comparisons, the meaning of unit-free values can be created though comparison with the 
individual’s base-line over time. Mostly, however, even in within-individual analyses, the meaning of scores 
is determined on the basis of the scores obtained by other individuals for both their baseline and their vari-
ability (e.g., comparisons of heart-rate variability).
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Assumed we could ignore the problem that quantity values referring to different quali-
ties cannot be meaningfully merged, could we at least summarise numerical values that are 
derived from answer categories meant to indicate the same quality? As the above analy-
ses (e.g., of ‘agreement scales’) already showed, upon closer reflection, different answer 
categories actually do not reflect the quantitative properties implied by their numerically 
recoded values and thus cannot be quantitatively merged. Or would it be reasonable to 
assume that answering twice ‘neither disagree nor agree’ (3)—often used to indicate ‘no 
opinion’ or ‘not applicable’—could correspond to (roughly) the same quantity of agree-
ment as does answering once ‘strongly disagree’ (1) and once ‘strongly agree’ (5)—that is, 
having a split opinion or different item interpretations? In both cases, the arithmetic aver-
age of the numerically recoded answer categories would amount to ‘3’. Ignoring the mean-
ings that verbal answer categories can actually have and that the data-generating persons 
may actually have in mind entails shifts in the quantitative meaning ascribed to numerical 
data derived from recoding answer categories.
Regardless of these problems, score distributions obtained from statistical modelling are 
often interpreted as reflecting the distributions of the (hypothesised) target property’s mag-
nitudes in a sample. But differential scores cannot indicate quantities of a particular target 
property as in measurement because the quantitative meaning attributed to differential val-
ues depends on the distribution of all values in the sample considered, leading to reference 
group effects. For example, persons 1.70 m tall will obtain higher differential scores when 
compared to a sample of mostly shorter persons and lower differential scores when com-
pared to mostly taller persons. That is, meaning for the quantity values that are ascribed 
to the still unknown magnitudes of the measurands of individual cases is created by com-
paring these ascribed values with one another—thus, by comparing many unknowns. This 
differs fundamentally from measurement where the measurand’s unknown quantity is com-
pared with that of a known and specified reference quantity.
Differential analyses may enable pragmatic quantification that is useful in many fields of 
research. But they have paved the way for the widespread fallacy to interpret between-case 
differences as reflecting real quantities that are attributable to the single cases being com-
pared. This problem is inherent also to psychometric ‘scaling’.
7.4  Modelling ‘psychometric scales’ cannot establish numerical traceability
Psychometric modelling, as well, involves the transformation of numerical values based on 
their distribution patterns in given samples, thus on the normalisation of variable values. 
Many ‘IQ scales’, for example, are standardised such that the sample’s average is set to 100 
and one standard deviation to 15. In a norm distribution, the scores of 68% of a sample’s 
individuals fall within one standard deviation from the sample’s average in both directions 
(IQ range 85–115) and the scores of 95% of the individuals fall within two standard devia-
tions (IQ range of 70–130). To maintain their ascribed differential meaning, IQ scores are 
normalised in various ways, such as for different age groups and different educational lev-
els but in particular for different cohorts given substantial increases during the twentieth 
century and recent decreases (Flynn 2012; Teasdale and Owen 2005). That is, persons are 
ascribed particular IQ scores on the basis of the norm variations established for their par-
ticular reference group.
Given this, the ‘units’ of ‘IQ scales’ do not indicate specific quantities with regard to a 
hypothesised target property. Instead, they refer to the proportion of cases in the norming 
sample that obtained particular numerical summary scores (indicating, e.g., correctness on 
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multiple test items). That is, ‘IQ scale units’ are ‘interval scaled’ with regard to the ranges of 
numerical summary scores—the meaning of which, however, varies with their distribution 
patterns in the samples studied. Hence, ‘IQ scale units’ refer to a population (sample) param-
eter. The common practice of normalising ‘IQ scales’ would correspond to defining metre 
scales on the basis of people’s average body heights. Given that average human height var-
ies, such as by gender, country and socio-economic factors (e.g., in industrialised countries 
during the twentieth century), the specific reference quantities that would be defined in this 
way as the length of a 1-metre unit would vary over space and time—and thus, the measure-
ment results obtained for one and the same measurand. This fundamentally contradicts the 
meaning and merits of measurement. Indeed, if all cases would have the same quantity of a 
(hypothesised) target property, the differential approach (and thus also psychometric model-
ling) would be unable to determine their magnitude—in lack of a specified quantity reference.
Normalising allows to create meaning for scores through differential comparisons but 
this entails shifts in the quantitative meaning that can be ascribed to these scores because 
this meaning is bound to the sample studied. Although based on scores ascribed in some 
ways to individual cases (e.g., correctness, speed in response), differential scores cannot be 
interpreted as reflecting properties of these cases in themselves. Normalising may be useful 
for pragmatic purposes but is entirely different from measurement.
7.5  Statistical results are commonly not interpreted in terms of the information 
actually encoded in the data
Further shifts in meaning occur during result interpretation. Let us consider again the 
example of ‘agreement scales’, which are clearly intended to reflect levels of agreement 
(ignoring the problems shown above). Surprisingly, the statistically analysed results are 
typically interpreted not as reflecting the respondents’ levels of agreement as inquired dur-
ing data collection but instead as hypothetical magnitudes regarding the actual phenomena 
of interest (e.g., those described in constructs of ‘extraversion’, ‘neuroticism’, ‘happiness’ 
or ‘honesty’). Can agreement be reasonably assumed to be a property inherent to these 
diverse phenomena or does agreement not rather form part of the judgement process itself? 
Ultimately, people can agree on the length of different lines (as in Solomon Asch’s clas-
sical social conformity experiments; Asch 1955); still this agreement is not a property of 
these lines but of the persons judging them. While this is an obvious example, in psycho-
logical and social-science investigations, it is difficult to disentangle the psychical phenom-
ena involved in the judgement processes from the phenomena to be judged—thus, to distin-
guish the means of investigation from the phenomena under study.
8  Conclusions and implications
The article scrutinised the uses and notions of ‘units’ and ‘scales’ in different sciences as 
well as the rationales used for assigning numerical values to measurands in order to gener-
ate quantitative data and for establishing meaning for such numerical data with regard to 
the phenomena and properties studied. The analyses highlighted four methodological func-
tions underlying the diverse notions of ‘units’ and ‘scales’; they serve as (1) ‘instruments’ 
enabling empirical interactions with the study phenomena and properties; (2) structural 
data format; (3) conceptual data format; and (4) conventionally agreed reference quanti-
ties of particular target qualities. These methodological functions are distinct and employed 
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in different stages of research processes. Importantly, they differ in their ability to help 
establish numerical traceability—the systematic connection of numerical results to quan-
tity standards that are known and conventionally agreed with regard to the target property, 
which is essential for establishing the values’ public interpretability. The present analyses 
highlight important differences in the ways in which the sciences interpret and use ‘units’ 
and ‘scales’ and establish quantitative meaning for their numerical data. They also show 
new directions for development in the conceptualisation and generation of quantitative data 
in psychological and social-science research.
8.1  Conflation of heterogeneous notions of ‘units’ and ‘scales’ entails erroneous 
beliefs about their interchangeability and the requirements of measurement
In psychology and social sciences, the different notions of ‘units’ and ‘scales’ are often 
used interchangeably, such as when ‘rating scales’, Steven’s ‘scale types’ or ‘psychometric 
scales’ are all referred to as measurement scales. The analyses showed that their equation 
is not warranted. Rather, lack of differentiation of the four methodological functions of 
‘units’ and ‘scales’ and their frequent conflation entail serious fallacies that compromise 
the establishment of processes that adhere to the basic principles of measurement, and thus 
compromise also the interpretation of results. This occurs, for example, when properties 
that are conceptually ascribed to the symbolic (data) system (e.g., when numerically recod-
ing answer categories or given particular statistical assumptions) are attributed also to the 
empirical study system although systematic unbroken connections of the thus-generated 
quantitative data both to the measurands (data generation traceability) and to known quan-
tity standards (numerical traceability) have not been established (e.g., in ‘rating scales’). 
Standardisation is important for implementing measurement processes, but standardisation 
of just the data format, as often assumed for language-based test and questionnaires (e.g., 
standardised items and answer categories), is insufficient. By contrast, limiting the values 
to narrow bounded ranges, regardless of the phenomena and properties to which they may 
refer, introduces serious shifts in meaning of the numerical values thus-created. In sum, the 
four methodological functions of units and scales are not interchangeable with one another. 
Common (implicit) beliefs that implementing just some of these functions in a research 
process could establish the remaining functions as well are not warranted.
8.2  All four methodological functions implemented in measurement units 
and scales
Measurement units and scales feature the special constellation that all four methodological 
functions are implemented in the same process. They are connected, through comparison, with 
the measurand (directly or via mediators), thus serving as important components of measuring 
instruments. For encoding information, measurement units and scales specify a particular struc-
tural data format as well as a conceptional data format ascribed to these data, indicating both 
the target property and a particular quantity of it. Finally, the quantity information indicated in 
measurement units and scales is systematically connected to conventionally agreed and well-
defined reference quantities to enable its public interpretability (numerical traceability).
This highlights that the four different functions cannot substitute one another but must 
all be involved in the same process in order to establish both data generation traceability 
and numerical traceability. That is, none of the four methodological functions in itself is 
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sufficient for a process to meet these two basic methodological principles of measurement. 
Their fulfillment is required (1) to justify the attribution of quantitative results to the study 
phenomena and properties and (2) to establish the data’s shared quantitative meaning. 
These two basic principles are therefore key to distinguish measurement from other quanti-
fication processes (e.g., judgements, opinions). The four different methodological functions 
of ‘scales’ and ‘units’ identified in this article provide important guiding criteria for how 
implementation of numerical traceability can be accomplished.
8.3  New directions in the conceptualisation and generation of quantitative data 
in psychology and social‑sciences
Quantitative research in psychology and social sciences often involves only three of the four 
methodological functions and not always in the same data generation process. The fourth 
function for connecting the numerical result to conventionally agreed and known reference 
quantities, however, is still seldom considered. Although the quantitative meaning ascribed to 
numerical values is key to any quantification process, little attention has so far been devoted 
to how this meaning is being established in psychological and social-science research.
Numerical data generated in psychology and social sciences often constitute differen-
tial summary scores that have no quantity meaning in themselves (e.g., construct indices). 
Instead, their meanings are created through between-case comparisons and are therefore 
always bound to the particular sample studied, thus precluding the numerical values’ com-
parability across studies and disciplines. This does not contradict their utility for prag-
matic purposes. Indeed, the meaning of differential summary scores can be made publicly 
interpretable (e.g., through reference scores for particular samples provided in manu-
als)—if they are derived from primary data that meet the two principles of measurement 
(e.g., ‘intellectual performance’ derived from binarily coded correctness of test answers; 
Human Development Index derived from ‘life expectancy at birth’, ‘years of schooling’, 
and ‘cross national income per capita’). But this is not possible for summary scores derived 
from quantitative data generated through ‘rating scales’ because these methods do not even 
allow to establish data generation traceability, not to mention numerical traceability. The 
very necessity to assign a broad range of quantitative information flexibly to a predeter-
mined, narrow range of values alone can lead to paradoxical findings, such as those emerg-
ing in quantitative happiness ratings, not to mention further serious methodological prob-
lems inherent to ‘rating scales’ (for details; Uher 2018a).
A key problem in quantitative psychological and social-science research is the frequent 
lack of specification of the target qualities studied and of possible divisible properties that 
may occur in them (quantities). Phenomenon—quality—quantity conflation often misleads 
researchers to overlook that specifying the target quality, its divisible properties (quanti-
ties) and the specific measurand to be explored in the study phenomena (research objects) 
is essential for any quantification process. Their erroneous yet widespread conflation also 
entails shifts in meaning in the interpretation of results (e.g., agreement as a quantitative 
property of both happiness and neuroticism?).
Particular conceptual efforts must be devoted to specify what is actually meant to be 
quantified and how this is aimed to be achieved. This is prerequisite for further major 
efforts that are needed to devise ways for implementing all four methodological functions 
of ‘units’ and ‘scales’ in the same research process. Given the peculiarities of psychologi-
cal and social-science study phenomena, the specific ways in which conventionally agreed 
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and traceable quantitative meanings can be established for numerical data (numerical trace-
ability) may necessarily differ from those developed in the physical sciences.
The article highlighted ways that psychologists and social scientists must develop to 
meet the basic methodological principles of measurement, which underlie the structural 
frameworks established in metrology and physical sciences, while carefully considering 
their study phenomena’s peculiarities. The two methodological principles of data gener-
ation traceability and numerical traceability are essential to ensuring the robustness and 
usefulness of quantitative information. They enable public scrutiny, transparency and rep-
licability, and maintain a high degree of interpretability of the results regarding their refer-
ents—the real-world phenomena under study.
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